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23

Abstract24

Background: Several primary fracture classification systems (FCSs) have been25

widely used for intra-articular calcaneal fractures. The purpose of this study was to26

measure the inter- and intra-observer variations as well as integrality of the Zwipp,27

Crosby-Fitzgibbons, Sanders, and Eastwood-Atkins classification systems based on28

more accurate CT scans.29

Methods: 549 patients with intra-articular calcaneal fractures taken from a database30

in our level-I trauma centre (3 affiliated hospitals) were included from January 201831

to December 2019. For each case, normative CT (1 mm slices) scans were available.32

Four different observers reviewed all CT scans two times according to these 4 most33

prevalent FCSs within a 2-month interval. For these four FCSs, the kappa [κ]34

coefficient was used to evaluate interobserver reliability and intraobserver35

reproducibility, and the percentage that can be classified was used to indicate36

integrality.37

Results: The κ values were measured for Zwipp (κ= 0.38 interobserver, κ= 0.6138

intraobserver), Crosby-Fitzgibbons (κ= 0.48 interobserver, κ= 0.79 intraobserver),39

Sanders (κ= 0.40 interobserver, κ= 0.57 intraobserver), and Eastwood-Atkins (κ= 0.4440

interobserver, κ= 0.72 intraobserver). Furthermore, the integrality were calculated for41

Zwipp (100 %), Crosby-Fitzgibbons (100 %), Sanders (92 %) as well as42

Eastwood-Atkins (89.6 %).43

Conclusion: Compared with previous literatures, CT scanning with higher accuracy44
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can significantly improve intraobserver reproducibility of Zwipp and45

Eastwood-Atkins FCSs, but it has no positive effect on variability of Sanders FCS and46

interobserver reliability of Crosby-Fitzgibbons FCS. While in terms of integrality,47

Zwipp and Crosby-Fitzgibbons FCSs appear to be superior to the other two FCSs.48

Keywords: Calcaneal fractures; Classification; Interobserver reliability; Intraobserver49

reproducibility; Integrality50

51

Background52

The calcaneus has a complex anatomical structure, is one of the largest and most53

easily damaged tarsal bone of the foot, and supports the axial load of the body weight54

[1]. Calcaneal fractures account for approximately 1%-4% of all adult fractures [2-4].55

Based on whether the fracture line involves the posterior facet, calcaneal fractures are56

divided into two categories intra- and extra-articular fractures. Among them, about57

70%-75% of calcaneal fractures belong to the former [5,6]. However, despite58

extensive clinical experience of these injuries, the complex and displaced59

intra-articular calcaneal fractures remain difficult to treat. Over the past few decades,60

more than a dozen diverse fracture classification systems (FCSs) for intra-articular61

calcaneal fractures have been proposed but the optimal FCS remains controversial [7].62

In the mid-1980s, with the introduction of CT scan imaging technique, CT-based63

FCSs for intra-articular calcaneal fractures came into being and showed improved64

correlation with treatment in comparison with the FCSs based on conventional X-ray65

[7-9]. Several FCSs have been described in previous literatures. While the most66
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commonly used FCSs are those of Zwipp [10], Crosby-Fitzgibbons [11], Sanders [12],67

and Eastwood-Atkins [13], classification systems, and all of them have been68

confirmed to have a good correlation between fracture types and clinical prognosis69

[6,7,14]. However, some reports suggested that these FCSs have only fair-to-moderate70

consistency, and no author assessed the integrality of FCSs [6,7,14,15]. Therefore,71

these greatly limited the application of these FCSs in communicating with other72

orthopaedic surgeons, guiding treatment, and predicting prognosis. In recent years,73

due to the advancement of thin-layer CT scanning, multi-planar reconstructions (MPR)74

and volume rendering (VR) reconstruction CT technology, intra-articular fracture line75

extension and bone fragment displacement can be better visualized and characterized76

[2,16]. Therefore, the authors hypothesized that CT imaging technology with higher77

accuracy could improve the consistency of FCSs.78

The purpose of this study was twofold: 1) to evaluate the interobserver reliability79

and intraobserver reproducibility of the 4 most prevalent CT-based FCSs; 2) to80

calculate the integrality of the 4 FCSs and introduce the characteristics of fracture81

types that cannot be classified.82

83

Methods84

Patients and methods85

This study retrospectively reviewed all consecutive patients with unilateral or bilateral86

calcaneal fractures who had undergone hospitalization in the same level-I trauma87

centre (3 affiliated hospitals) from January 2018 to December 2019. The eligibility88
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criteria were defined as follows: adult patients (age ≥ 18 years), diagnosis of closed,89

unilateral or bilateral intra-articular calcaneal fractures; and standard CT scans from90

two planes with 1 mm slices (sagittal, axial and coronal) were available. The91

exclusion criteria included patients younger than 18 years, patients with open92

fractures or extra-articular calcaneal fractures, previous calcaneal fracture and93

previous trauma or surgery involving the calcaneus.94

According to the Zwipp [10], Crosby-Fitzgibbons [11], Sanders [12], and95

Eastwood-Atkins [13], FCSs, four reviewers (2 senior orthopaedic surgeons (A and B)96

with experience over 10 years; 2 trauma surgical residents (C and D) with experience97

6 and 4 years in orthopaedic trauma, respectively) were recruited to classify the98

images of calcaneal fractures twice, with two months in between. Before reviewing99

the images, the four reviewers were trained in using the 4 classification systems,100

provided with the original literature and showed examples of each fracture type. The101

details of how to analyze the 4 FCSs are shown in Table 1. All personal information102

in the image data was removed by individuals external to our study. Then, the four103

reviewers collectively reviewed all the processed image data according to the 4104

classification methods. Finally, the four reviewers jointly determined the final fracture105

types according to each FCS. The classification results were recorded by a person106

external to the study.107

This study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Third Hospital of Hebei108

Medical University, according to the Helsinki Declaration, and written informed109

consent was obtained from all participants.110
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Table 1. The details of the 4 most widely used FCSs111

Classification (Years) Reason and Principle Types

Zwipp[10], 1989 5 important fracture fragments and 3 primary joints 1-8 points

Crosby-Fitzgibbons[11], 1990 Displacement, comminution Ⅰ,Ⅱ,Ⅲ

Sanders[12], 1993 Displacement, location and number of fracture lines, comminution Ⅰ,ⅡA,ⅡB,ⅡC,ⅢAB,ⅢAC,ⅢBC,Ⅳ

Eastwood-Atkins[13], 1993 Relationship between lateral wall and lateral bone fragment Ⅰ,Ⅱ,Ⅲ

112

113

Statistical analysis114

As we all know, an ideal FCS should not only be easy to understand, remember,115

communicate and master by clinicians, but also include the majority of types of116

fracture, show low variability among users, guide treatment and indicate prognoses117

[7,17,18]. The kappa (κ) statistics was used to calculate inter- and intra-observer118

variations. And interobserver reliability was assessed with Fleiss’s kappa [19], while119

intraobserver reproducibility was evaluated by Cohen’s kappa [20]. The κ was a120

coefficient of agreement ranging from +1 to -1 (+1: complete agreement; 0:121

agreement no better than chance alone; -1: no agreement). Type of fracture that could122

not be classified was described during the classification process. And the integrality of123

FCS was defined as: FCS can cover the percentage of all fractures.124

All types of fractures and demographic characteristics of patients were tabulated125

using a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond WA), and the126

kappa (κ) values were analysed using IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows, version 21.0127

(IBM Corp, Armonk, NY, USA). The level of kappa (κ) values was interpreted128

according to the guidelines of Landis and Koch's (Table 2) [21]. Continuous data are129

expressed as the means ± standard deviations, whereas categorical variables are130
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presented as frequencies (percentages).131

Table 2. Landis and Koch interpretation of kappa (κ) values[21]132

kappa (κ) value Agreement

<0.00 Poor

0.00 to 0.20 Slight

0.21 to 0.40 Fair

0.41 to 0.60 Moderate

0.61 to 0.80 Substantial

0.81 to 1.00 Excellent

133

Results134

Participants135

A total of 614 intra-articular calcaneal fractures in 549 patients (men: 510, 92.9%;136

women 39, 7.1%) with a mean age of 42.0 ± 10.8 years (range: 18-75) were included137

in this study, consisting of 484 patients with fractures on the unilateral side, and the138

other 65 (11.8%) patients with simultaneous bilateral fractures. The most common139

mechanism of injury were fall from height (68.9 %), traffic injury (18.4 %), and other140

injuries (12.7 %).141

142

Interobserver reliability143

In regard to interobserver reliability, orthopaedic surgeons displayed fair-to-moderate144

agreement for the Zwipp (κ = 0.38), Crosby-Fitzgibbons (κ = 0.48), Sanders (κ =145

0.40), and Eastwood-Atkins (κ = 0.44) FCSs, which was shown in table 3. The level146

of agreement was moderate-to-substantial among the 2 senior orthopaedic surgeons147
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(A and B) for the 4 FCSs, with a κ value of 0.57 (0.48 to 0.66). The 2 trauma surgical148

residents (C and D) showed fair agreement with κ values of 0.30 (0.23 to 0.35). The149

interobserver reliability of senior orthopaedic surgeons was significantly higher than150

the trauma surgical residents, κ values of 0.57 vs 0.30.151

Table 3. Interobserver Reliability of the 4 FCSs for intra-articular calcaneal fractures152

Observers
Zwipp Crosby-Fitzgibbons Sanders Eastwood-Atkins

k Statistic Agreement k Statistic Agreement k Statistic Agreement k Statistic Agreement

A-B 0.58 Moderate 0.66 Substantial 0.55 Moderate 0.48 Moderate

A-C 0.49 Moderate 0.57 Moderate 0.53 Moderate 0.49 Moderate

A-D 0.30 Fair 0.37 Fair 0.30 Fair 0.50 Moderate

B-C 0.39 Fair 0.49 Moderate 0.43 Moderate 0.46 Moderate

B-D 0.29 Fair 0.47 Moderate 0.32 Fair 0.36 Fair

C-D 0.23 Fair 0.33 Fair 0.27 Fair 0.35 Fair

Mean 0.38 Fair 0.48 Moderate 0.40 Fair 0.44 Moderate

A and B, 2 senior orthopaedic surgeons with experience over 10 years; C and D, 2 trauma153
surgical residents with experience 6 and 4 years in orthopaedic trauma, respectively154

155

Intraobserver reproducibility and integrality156

In regard to intraobserver reproducibility, orthopaedic surgeons displayed157

moderate-to-substantial agreement for the Zwipp (κ = 0.61), Crosby-Fitzgibbons (κ =158

0.79), Sanders (κ = 0.57), and Eastwood-Atkins (κ = 0.72) FCSs, which was shown in159

table 4. Compared to the trauma surgical residents, the senior orthopaedic surgeons160

had significantly higher intraobserver reproducibility (substantial vs moderate). In161

regard to integrality of FCS, Zwipp and Crosby-Fitzgibbons could cover all types of162

intra-articular calcaneal fractures. However, 49 cases (8%) could not be classified by163

Sanders classification system, and 64 cases (10.4%) could not be classified by164

Eastwood-Atkins classification system (Table 4).165
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Table 4. Intraobserver Reproducibility and Integrality of the 4 FCSs for intra-articular166

calcaneal fractures167

Obervers
Zwipp Crosby-Fitzgibbons Sanders Eastwood-Atkins

k Statistic Agreement Integrality k Statistic Agreement Integrality k Statistic Agreement Integrality k Statistic Agreement Integrality

A 0.69 Substantial 100% 0.85 Excellent 100% 0.62 Substantial 89.3% 0.71 Substantial 87.5%

B 0.74 Substantial 100% 0.82 Excellent 100% 0.59 Moderate 93.7% 0.77 Substantial 85.9%

C 0.56 Moderate 100% 0.69 Substantial 100% 0.48 Moderate 97.5% 0.76 Substantial 93.1%

D 0.48 Moderate 100% 0.80 Substantial 100% 0.59 Moderate 87.4% 0.64 Substantial 91.9%

Mean 0.61 Substantial 100% 0.79 Substantial 100% 0.57 Moderate 92.0% 0.72 Substantial 89.6%

A and B, 2 senior orthopaedic surgeons with experience over 10 years; C and D, 2 trauma168
surgical residents with experience 6 and 4 years in orthopaedic trauma, respectively169

170

Discussion171

In the past few decades, FCSs have been widely accepted in clinical practice. An ideal172

FCS should be easy to communicate and use, included lower variability, ability to173

assess the degree of fracture severity, take the whole spectrum of fracture174

characteristics into consideration, guide treatment, and predict prognoses [7,14,15,22].175

However, many commonly used FCSs were somewhat disappointing, which lacking176

these characteristics [23]. To the best of our knowledge, with the improvement of the177

accuracy of imaging equipment in recent years， there have been no clinical studies178

measuring the intra- and inter-observer variability as well as integrality of these 4179

FCSs for fractures of intra-articular calcaneal.180

In the 1980s, the advent of CT scanning revolutionized the treatment strategy of181

calcaneal fractures, and better visually defined the subtalar joint involvement [2,24].182

Which also led to the development of newer FCSs for intra-articular calcaneal183

fractures. In 1989, Zwipp et al. [10] were the first to use CT imaging to classify184

calcaneal fractures. They proposed a FCS including two parts (X-fragment, max 5185
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points; Y-joint fracture, max 3 points) that allowed to determine the type of calcaneal186

fractures, its severity, and the prognosis, and the choice of treatment strategy [25]. In187

1990, Crosby and Fitzgibbons [11] described a CT-based FCS, and according to the188

displacement of articular surface, it was divided into three types (Ⅰ-nondisplaced,189

Ⅱ-displaced, Ⅲ-comminuted). Besides, they were the first to correlated prognosis190

with the FCS [26]. In 1993, Sanders et al. [12] developed a FCS from an assessment191

of 120 displaced calcaneal fractures, which was divided into four primary types (Ⅰ-Ⅳ)192

based on the number and location of fragments of posterior talus face showed on193

coronal and axial CT images. In the same year, Eastwood and Atkins [13] described a194

FCS, which was divided into three types (Ⅰ-Ⅲ) according to the composition of the195

fractured lateral wall of the calcaneum. However, despite these FCSs are considered196

to be relevant to clinical prognosis and have been widely used in clinical practice,197

their value has been controversial due to their limited reliability and validity.198

As previously reported in the literatures, κ analysis was widely available in the199

published studies for Sanders FCS. However, the variability of these data is high (κ200

value range 0.25-0.56, interobserver; κ value range 0.31-0.65, intraobserver) [6,14,27].201

The κ values for Zwipp FCS in several published studies was 0.24-0.47 (interobserver)202

and 0.16-0.40 (intraobserver) [6,14]. Schepers et al. [7] reported that the203

Crosby-Fitzgibbons FCS had moderate interobserver reliability (κ = 0.48). Besides,204

Howells et al. [14] indicated that the Eastwood-Atkins FCS had substantial205

interobserver reliability (κ = 0.73) and moderate intraobserver reproducibility (κ =206

0.42). In the present study, our results of Sanders FCS match to the previous207
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conclusion. While the results of the other 3 FCSs are obviously different, such as the208

intraobserver reproducibility of Zwipp and Eastwood-Atkins FCSs are significantly209

improved, the interobserver reliability of Eastwood-Atkins FCS was lower than the210

result reported by Howells [14]. Additionally, the results of our study showed that the211

reliability and reproducibility vary widely among different observers with different212

training levels and experience. The agreement of senior orthopaedic surgeons (A and213

B) is significantly better than the trauma surgical residents (C and D). It is contrary to214

the conclusions of several previous researches [14,28,29].215

In regard to integrality of the 4 FCSs, all fracture types can be classified by the216

FCSs of Zwipp and Crosby-Fitzgibbons. However, 49 cases (8%) could not be217

classified by Sanders FCS, and 64 cases (10.4%) could not be classified by218

Eastwood-Atkins FCS. The classification of Sanders, based on axial images and the219

widest undersurface on coronal CT scans, is a commonly used classification for220

intra-articular calcaneal fractures and uses coronal sections to determine the number221

and sites of displaced fracture fragments in the posterior facet of the calcaneus [12].222

However, the widest undersurface on coronal CT scans is located in the anterior part223

of the posterior facet, which does not show all parts of posterior facet excellently, and224

fracture types identified on two adjacent slices of the CT scanning can be inconsistent225

in the same case [30]. In addition, it seems to be perfect to divide the two fracture226

lines (line A and B) into medial, central and lateral sides equally, but it is difficult to227

accurately locate the position of the fracture lines, especially at the junction, in actual228

classification (Fig. 1). Similar to the Sanders classification, the Eastwood-Atkins229
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classification also exist the problem that the fracture types identified on two adjacent230

slices of the CT scanning can be inconsistent in the same case. Furthermore, the231

Eastwood-Atkins classification only classifies displaced intra-articular calcaneal232

fractures according to the composition of the fractured lateral wall of the calcaneum,233

the non-displaced and severe comminuted types cannot be classified (Fig. 2). These234

may also be one of the main reasons for the high variability of the two FCSs.235

236
Fig 1. The coronal sections of the widest part of the posterior facet of the calcaneus (a-d)237
describe three fracture types that cannot be classified or are controversial in the Sanders FCS.238
The fracture types identified in two adjacent coronal sections of the CT scanning at the widest239
part are inconsistent in the same case (a, b). c, the fracture line is located around the junction240
of line A, and it is difficult to accurately distinguish between type ⅡA and type ⅡB. d, the241
fracture line is located around the junction of line B, and it is difficult to accurately242
distinguish between type ⅡB and type ⅡC.243

244
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Fig 2. The coronal sections of the posterior facet of the calcaneus (a-d) describe three fracture245
types that cannot be classified or are controversial in the Eastwood-Atkins FCS. The fracture246
types identified in two adjacent coronal sections of the CT scan are inconsistent in the same247
case (a, type Ⅲ; b, type Ⅱ). Non-displaced (c) and severe comminuted (d) types are not248
included in the Eastwood-Atkins FCS.249

250

There are several limitations in our study. One weakness of the present study was251

the small number of observers used to assess the inter- and intra-observer variations.252

While, the method that we performed was consistent with many previous studies253

[6,14,18,31]. In addition, the current study was not intended to prove that these 4254

FCSs were better or worse than other FCSs. Instead, it was designed to compare the255

inter- and intra-observer variations as well as integrality of the 4 common FCSs.256

Furthermore, the Zwipp FCS also includes the extent of soft tissue trauma and other257

accompanying fractures (max, 4 points). But because this research is a retrospective258

study, accurate assessment of soft tissue injuries was lacking. Therefore, a prospective259

study may be more valuable. Finally, this study did not record clinically relevant260

outcomes and prognostic factors, such as treatment strategy and follow-up, which261

would be focus of the future research.262

263

Conclusions264

The improvement of the accuracy of CT imaging equipment can be valuable in265

improving assessment of the intraobserver reproducibility of Zwipp and266

Eastwood-Atkins FCSs. However, it has no positive effect on the variability of267

Sanders FCS and the interobserver reliability of Crosby-Fitzgibbons FCS.268

Furthermore, senior orthopaedic surgeons may have highter agreement than trauma269
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surgical residents. Despite the thin-layer CT scanning can more clearly identify270

anatomical features of injury, which may have been a contributing factor for271

improving reproducibility for orthopaedic traumatologists, it cannot compensate for272

the limitations of the FCS itself. Therefore, surgeons and clinicians should be aware273

of the limitations regarding the inter- and intra-observer variations as well as274

integrality for these FCSs, and make targeted improvements to existing FCSs in future275

researches.276

277
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Figures

Figure 1

The coronal sections of the widest part of the posterior facet of the calcaneus (a-d) describe three
fracture types that cannot be classi�ed or are controversial in the Sanders FCS. The fracture types
identi�ed in two adjacent coronal sections of the CT scanning at the widest part are inconsistent in the
same case (a, b). c, the fracture line is located around the junction of line A, and it is di�cult to accurately
distinguish between type A and type B. d, the fracture line is located around the junction of line B, and it
is di�cult to accurately distinguish between type B and type C.



Figure 2

The coronal sections of the posterior facet of the calcaneus (a-d) describe three fracture types that
cannot be classi�ed or are controversial in the Eastwood-Atkins FCS. The fracture types identi�ed in two
adjacent coronal sections of the CT scan are inconsistent in the same case (a, type ; b, type ). Non-
displaced (c) and severe comminuted (d) types are not included in the Eastwood-Atkins FCS.


